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Abstract

In previous work we have defined our trend tem-
plate epistemology for clinically significant trends and we
have illustrated and tested a program TrenDx that monitors
time-ordered process data by matching the data to trend tem-
plates. Our initial application domain was pediatric growth
monitoring. For this symposium we have explored monitor-
ing hemodynamic and respiratory parameters of intensive
care unit patients. This application has highlighted the needs
for advances in our representation and monitoring algo-
rithms. In particular, we have added reasoning with uncer-
tainty to the trend template epistemology, and a new control
structure allowing numerical ranking of competing trend
templates. We also have added persistence heuristics to
reduce branching of the different chronologies for how data
matches a trend template. We demonstrate these techniques
on a set of trend templates that monitor if oxygen handbag-

ging is adequate or compromises venous return. 1

1 Introduction
1.1 Trend Templates and TrenDx

In previous work [Haimowitz and Kohane 1993a;
Haimowitz and Kohane 1993b] we have defined our trend
template epistemology for clinically significant trends, con-
sisting of landmark points representing events in a process
and intervals representing phases of that process. Below is
part of a trend template for normal pediatric growth.
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Figure 1 Partial trend template for normal pediatric growth.

This partial template includes two landmark points,
representing birth and the onset of puberty, which is at tem-
poral distance 10 to 15 years from birth. The two intervals,
representing periods of a child establishing height and
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weight centiles and of pre-pubertal growth, also have tempo-
ral uncertainty as indicated. Notice also that the two intervals
are represented as consecutive phases, so that the endpoint of
the first interval is infinitesimally before the begin point of
the second interval. Also attached to each interval are value
constraints that restrict the value of relevant parameters that
occur in data during the intervals. In particular, these value
constraints place limits on the Z-scores (number of standard
deviations from the population mean) of the normal growth
patient’s heights and weights.

We have illustrated and tested a program TrenDx
that monitors time-ordered process data by matching the data
to trend templates. Where necessary, the program branches to
consider alternate temporal chronologies of how the process
data has evolved.

1.2 Previous Work in Pediatric Growth Monitoring
General pediatricians that monitor their patients’

growth suffer from data overload in that they have insuffi-
cient time per patient to investigate the entire time-series of
growth data (heights, weights, and bone ages). Our goal 
that domain was to develop a screening tool for general pedi-
atricians that could examine growth chart data and suggest a
possible disorder.

As described in [Haimowitz and Kohane 1993b] we
conducted a preliminary clinical trial using 30 consecutive
growth records from the endocrinology clinic at Boston Chil-
dren’s Hospital. The results were encouraging in that TrenDx
showed promise in reaching the same diagnosis as a panel of
experts, at a time no later than the experts, in most of the
cases. The trial was also useful in uncovering some represen-
tational issues that needed further research. We are currently
planning a larger scale trial using hundreds of clinical cases
where will we compare TrenDx monitoring performance to
humans of various expertise: medical students, general pedia-
tricians, and pediatric endocrinologists.

2 Challenges of ICU Monitoring
In intensive care unit (ICU) monitoring there is also

data overload: there are eight or more patients in an ICU, and
each patient is monitored with dozens of hemodynamic and
respiratory variables sampled several times per minute. It is
impossible for nurses to steadily monitor even minutes worth
of continuous data from an individual patient. In pediatric
growth monitoring new data (i.e. heights and weights) arrive
several months or a year apart and each datum takes on diag-
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nostic importance. In the ICU filtering techniques can be
applied more liberally.

Our goal in ICU monitoring is developing context-
sensitive monitors whose use will significantly reduce the
high false positive rates typically produced with simple
threshold monitors. TrenDx will monitor the adequacy or
failure of external interventions on ICU patients, and nor-
mality or abnormality of physiological mechanisms in these
patients. Each intervention or mechanism will have a trend
template representing multivariate patterns over several
phases. TrenDx will trigger trend templates for mechanisms
suggested by the patient data. Then TrenDx will apply spe-
cific filters and value constraints appropriate for each phase
of the intervention or mechanism.

2.1 Example of Context-Sensitive ICU Monitoring
We illustrate our goals using one hour of the pub-

lished ICU data from an 18 month old girl with adult respira-
tory distress syndrome. Figure 2 below shows 4 signals
plotted from 12:00 AM to 1:00 AM; values are reported on
change only. Consider detecting possible ramifications of a
nurse hand-bagging the patient with 100% oxygen, as hap-
pens on several occasions with this patient, from 12:22 a.m.
until 12:31 a.m. in particular. As illustrated in the figure, the
change to hand-bagging is marked by an immediate rise of
FIO2 from 50 to 100, remaining at 100 during hand bagging.
Within a minute after hand-bagging began, there was a sharp
rise in 02 saturation to 100%. During such hand-bagging it is
preferable not to decrease venous return in the patient. How-
ever, in this patient venous return was decreased, resulting in
dropping mean arterial pressure from 12:26 a.m. to 12:31
a.m. As a result of the decreasing blood pressure, the patient’s
acute nervous reflexes acted to maintain blood flow in part by
increasing heart rate. Thus ECG-measured heart rate rose
steadily from approximately 12:27 until 12:30 a.m.

A set of threshold monitors, each of which merely
checks for single parameter deviation from pre-set ranges,

may send as many as four alarms during the hand-bagging pe-
riod. However, as the changes are caused by a single underlying
mechanism, some of these would be redundant alarms. In fact,
three of the four may be viewed as false positives. In the given
context of handbagging, the FIO2 and 02 saturation changes are
normal. In the context of decreasing blood pressure, the change
in heart rate is a normal response.

2.2 Goals
One of our goals is to develop intelligent monitors

using trend templates that, in the handbagging scenario, will:
¯ Detect when the nurse has begun handbagging the patient

with 100% oxygen.
¯ Closely monitor relevant variables once handbagging has

been detected.
¯ Alert the nurse as mean arterial pressure begins to decrease

that venous return is being reduced by the handbagging.
¯ Accept the rising heart rate as a healthy reflex response to

the falling blood pressure and not issue any heart rate
alarms.

To accomplish these goals, we have developed an ini-
tial set of trend templates, as well as new techniques for uncer-
tainty reasoning, comparison of competing hypotheses, and
heuristic reduction of chronologies within a trend template
hypothesis.

3 Uncertainty Reasoning in TrenDx

Reasoning about uncertainty is necessary for the suc-
cess of TrenDx in monitoring high frequency, noisy data.
Trend templates are intended to represent prototypes rather
than absolute constraints. Therefore TrenDx is better suited to
pattern matching than constraint-satisfaction algorithms. Pat-
tern matching requires assignment of qualities or confidence in
a match of data to pattern.

3.1 Constraint Based TrenDx
In the first trend template representation, each value

constraint was an expression of the form
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Figure 2: One hour of four signals plotted from an intensive care unit patient.
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m ~_ f(D) _~ (EQ 1)

where f is some real valued function defined on patient
data, m is a minimum (possibly -~), and M is a maximum
(possibly +~). In TrenD× the function f was evaluated 

the set D of multi-parameter data currently assigned to that
interval and the result was checked for being within m and
M. The original TrenDx used a constraint satisfaction algo-
rithm: if a single datum violated a single value constraint
over some interval the datum belonged to, that trend tem-
plate hypothesis failed.

We found several problems in testing constraint
based TrenDx with constraint satisfaction. The matching
was brittle, in that a single datum just beyond the value
constraint thresholds ruled out the hypothesis. With a con-
straint-satisfaction algorithm, TrenDx could not rank the
quality of match among different trend templates. Further-
more, for a single trend template, TrenDx produced multi-
ple competing chronologies, or assignments of data to the
intervals, and these chronologies could not be ranked.

3.2 TrenDx with Belief Measures

Our initial attempt to remedy the difficulties of
constraint-based TrenDx is to add uncertainty in the form
of belief distributions on value constraints. A value con-
straint now has the form.

Belief(f(D) = x) (EQ 2)

where f again is a real valued function of the data D within
an interval, x is any value (typically, but not necessarily, 
number), and p is a real number between 0 and 1, inclu-
sive. The knowledge engineer that develops a trend tem-
plate must include on each value constraint of each
interval a belief distribution of the relevant patient data
matching the value constraint.

We include as primitives some basic belief distri-
butions. A normal belief distribution of mean It and stan-
dard deviation ~ may be used for functions expected to
vary in random or noisy ways from an expected value. The
match score of data to this normal distribution is (1 - p),
where p is the largest probability with which we can reject
the hypothesis that f(D) = It. Thus if f(D) = It for the 
rent data set, the matching score is 1, and the score
decreases towards 0 as f(D) moves further away from It 
either direction. A uniform distribution may be used to
model functions whose values are equally likely within a
range. The match score to a uniform distribution is 1 for
values within the range and zero otherwise. We are cur-
rently exploring how much flexibility of belief distribu-
tions should be allowed. Our goals are clear semantics,
sound inference, and good matching performance.

The belief in a hypothesis H given previous data
D and a new datum d, can be computed using the follow-
ing formula for recursive Bayesian updating:

P(HID, d) = P(HID) P(dlo, n) (EQ 3)
P(dlD)

where P(H I d) is the belief based on the previous data 
P(d I D, H) is the belief that the current datum d matches the
hypothesis given previous data, and P(d I D) is a normaliz-
ing factor so that the belief in all hypotheses sum to one.

TrenDx employs Bayesian updating for scoring its
belief in trend template hypotheses. For each new datum d,
the program calculates P(d I D, H) by multiplying the value
constraint belief scores of all value constraints that model
the parameter of d. TrenDx then normalizes the beliefs in
competing trend templates within a monitor set (see next
section). Although this technique is probabilistically
unsound, we explored it initially to judge qualitative moni-
toring performance.

3.3 Monitor Sets
A monitor set is a collection of trend templates

forming a clinical context for monitoring. The trend tem-
plates within a monitor set are viewed as a partition of
trends that may occur in a particular clinical context. There-
fore the beliefs in all hypotheses within a monitor set are
normalized so that their sum equals one.

Monitor sets are prescribed for a patient based on
their clinical condition. In any application, there is a set of
baseline monitors assigned to all patients. For example, all
patients entering an intensive care may automatically be
prescribed a monitor set for checking increasing, decreas-
ing, or steady blood pressure trends. Patients known to have
a certain condition may be prescribed particular monitor
sets by their clinicians. A diabetic may receive glucose and
insulin monitors with response times particular to this con-
dition, and the patient,s age and gender.

The trend templates in a monitor set are concur-
rently matched on a patient’s data over a certain time range.
After each datum, the matching scores of the hypotheses
within a monitor set are modified and normalized by Baye-
sian updating (EQ 3). Upon instantiation, the templates in 
monitor set each receive a prior belief. The priors are com-
puted as a function of the patient, as they may depend on
age, sex, genetic factors, and patient history.

To limit inconsistent monitor set constructions we
are developing guidelines for optimal monitor sets and a
computer program called the monitor set critiquer, that
inspects competing trend templates within a monitor set and
suggests improvements. The program will be similar to
BUNYAN [Wellman, Eckman et al. 1989], which critiqued
decision trees and suggested modelling errors.

4 Monitor Set for Oxygen Handbajgging
In Figure 3 is a monitor set of two trend templates

we have built for monitoring respiratory and hemodynamic
data during oxygen handbagging. One trend template
(shown on the left) models adequate handbagging, and the
other models handbagging with compromised venous
return. Each contains two landmark points, Handbag On
and Handbag Off. Handbag Off is constrained to occur nine
to thirty minutes after Handbag On. Handbag On is instanti-
ated to be the calendar time of a reported handbag ventilator
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3: Trend templates in the monitor set for handbagging. Left: adequate handbagging.
Right: handbagging with compromised venous return. For value constraints, see text.

mode. Two consecutive phases monitor the control mecha-
nism: during the interval "handbag control" in each tem-
plate FIO2 = 100 and ventilation mode = 1 (handbagging).
During "pressure control," FIO2 < 100 and ventilation

mode = 0 (pressure mode). Two other consecutive phases
monitor change in oxygen saturation of hemoglobin. Dur-
ing "saturating Hb," 02 saturation has a positive velocity

and 02 saturation < 100. During "saturated Hb," 02 satura-
tion has a velocity of Normal(0, 1) and a value between 
and 100, inclusive. Each of these four intervals is shared by
the two templates.

The two templates differ in their monitoring of
mean arterial blood pressure (BP) and electrocardiogram
heart rate (HR). The trend template for adequate handbag-
ging includes intervals constraining HR and BP to be
steady, represented by assigning velocity a belief of Nor-
mal(0,1). The trend template for compromised venous
return monitors each parameter with two consecutive
phases. During the steady phase, velocity of each parame-
ter is constrained to N(0,1). A second phase of decreasing
BP, beginning 3 to 5 minutes after Handbag On, constrains
BP velocity < 0. A second phase of increasing HR, begin-
ning 1 to 2 minutes after BP starts decreasing, constrains
HR velocity > 0. Should the BP begin to drop due to com-
promised venous return, the appropriate trend template will
increase in score relative to its competitor, and will also
expect a reflex rise in HR.

5 Persistence Heuristic
Note that our trend templates consist of several

pairs of consecutive phases where the transition point is
temporally uncertain. The number of chronologies for these
templates is linear in the number of data within the range of
the uncertain transition time, quite problematic for high
frequency data.

To combat this growth, TrenDx makes use of a
persistence heuristic, illustrated in Figure 4. If a datum
within the uncertain transition time continues to strongly
match the value constraints of the first of a pair of consecu-

tive phases, the datum is assigned to that first phase. As
shown in the figure, there may be data for whom the match to
each phase is comparable, in which case TrenDx makes no
commitment to either phase. If a datum clearly matches
phase two, TrenDx considers only that phase. Only one chro-
nology is produced. In applying this heuristic TrenDx refines
its estimate of the transition point uncertainty for the moni-
tored process.

6 Monitoring Results and Discussion
Figure 5 (next page) shows results of TrenDx run-

ning the handbagging monitor set on two handbagging inter-
vals from the published data. Note that the vertical, belief
axis is plotted in a log base 10 scale. The two trend templates
each received a prior belief of .5. In the handbagging period
beginning at 12:20 a.m., TrenDx maintains this equal belief
until blood pressure is assuredly dropping (at 12:27:20), after
which the belief in compromised venous return increases
toward 1 and that in adequate handbagging correspondingly
plummets exponentially.

While this qualitative performance is as hoped for,
the magnitude of changes in beliefs was exaggerated due to
the value constraint belief distributions. Successive blood
pressures matched the "adequate" trend template very poorly
(.01 or less) as the velocity was more than two SDs from the
mean in the normal distribution, yet matched with a score of
1 to the "compromised venous return" trend template. This
result highlights our need for a belief measure that is more
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Figure 4: TrenDx uses a persistence heuristic to

limit branching of chronologies, and
restrict the process’s temporal uncertainty.
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Figure 5: Results of matching the two handbagging templates to two periods of 100% oxygen handbagging for
the 18-month old ARDS patient. For both periods, the compromised venous return TT dominates in score.
For the period shown right, this TT later fails a constraint and is eliminated.

uniform across value constraints and intervals. To that end
we plan to explore time series models for value constraints.

The handbagging period from 2:12 a.m. until 2:21
a.m. yielded similar results, though at 2:17:40 a small change
in blood pressure velocity resulted in a constraint violation
and elimination of the compromised venous return template.
This result emphasizes the need for consistent flexible uncer-
tainty measures.

7 Related Work
We view our work as compatible with the tradi-

tional statistical process control [Evans and Lindsay 1989],
time series analysis, and signal processing [Priestly 1981].
When applied without context these techniques may produce
high false positive rates and redundant alarms. These should
lessen if such methods are used within trend template value
constraints, which provide an appropriate context.

Others have investigated monitoring using knowl-
edge-based temporal patterns. [Keravnou and Washbrook
1990] have built a temporal model for diagnosing skeletal
dysplasias. They allow interaction with clinicians for non-
numerical data; we restrict ourselves to on-line data. Chemi-
cal engineers [Cheung and Stephanopolous 1990] and [Kon-
stantinov and Yoshida 1992] use qualitative descriptions of
temporal trends in terms of first and second derivatives of
measured variables. Using rules with temporal patterns in
antecedents, they have had promising results monitoring data
streams similar to an ICU. Our interrelated temporal patterns
give more inferential leverage.

8 Conclusions
We have demonstrated the potential use of TrenDx

for providing context-sensitive monitors for use in intensive
care units, with possible reduction of false positive rates and
redundant alarms. We plan to continue exploring use of trend
template monitor sets for different ICU situations, as well as

exploring cross-channel correlation for further reduction of
false positives due to noisy signals.
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